
Keeping Plank Doors Flat
Five solutions, from standard to stylish

B Y C H R I S T I A N B E C K S V O O R T

W orking strictly with solid wood, I take frame-and-
panel doors almost for granted. To me it's a no-brain-
er: Isolate the wood movement of a large panel in a

small frame that tends to keep the panel flat. Historically, frame-
and-panel doors were a clear improvement over plank doors, and
I haven't had much reason to return to the less stable form of con-
struction. So when a student approached me recently with a pro-
ject that involved two small slab doors, I had to stop and think.

After mulling it over, I came up with the standard solutions for
stabilizing these doors. I covered battens, dovetailed keys, bread-

board ends and hidden breadboard ends, all of which she reject-
ed. She was looking for a clean look with cleats that were invisible.

To get another point of view, we called over Andrew Carton, the
head instructor for the 12-week intensive course at the Center for
Furniture Craftsmanship in Rockport, Maine. His idea was new to
me and yielded cleats that were totally hidden. My student was
finally satisfied. This article covers all five of the options we ex-
plored, including the invisible method.

Christian Becksvoort is a contributing editor.



T raditionally, plank doors

were kept flat with horizontal

battens or cleats on the inside of

the door. These In turn were held

in place with nails clinched over

(or "killed," hence the phrase

"dead as a doornail"). Some barn

and storm doors are still con-

structed this way. After the mid-

1800s, screws often replaced

the clinched nails. If the door

was made of several boards,

usually with tongues and

grooves, a diagonal cleat was

added to prevent sagging. A 2-in.-

thick cleat will keep a -in. door

under control.

The advantage of the simple

board-and-batten method is that

it works on any size door, from

small cabinets up to large pas-

sages. The disadvantage is that

the cleats look clunky and can

interfere with shelves inside a

cabinet. Because this door tends

to look primitive, it was not much

used on furniture after 1850.

Quick chamfer with a block plane. The
edges are relieved for decorative effect and
to downplay surface irregularities and
seasonal gaps.

Fitting splines to grooves. The advantage of
spline-and-groove construction is that it requires
only one saw or router setup, but tongue-and-
groove construction is also commonly used. To
allow seasonal movement, no glue is used.

Drilling for the bat-
tens. After the first
hole has been drilled,
an awl pins the batten
in place. The author
uses a combination
drill/countersink to
save a step and to
ensure the alignment
of the two operations.

Attaching the bat-
tens. Brass screws add
a decorative touch and
allow for some wood
movement.



A n elegant method of keeping doors
flat is to use dovetailed keys. Dove-

tailed slots are cut horizontally across the

inside top and bottom of the door, roughly
two-thirds of the door's thickness. Match-

ing dovetailed keys are then slid into the

slots and attached in the middle. The slots
can be cut with a backsaw and a router

plane. An easier method is to use a router

and fence.

The major advantages of dovetailed
keys are that they look clean and are flush

with the inside of the door. Dovetailed keys

are best suited for small doors. A full-sized
kitchen cabinet door, made of a single slab

of cherry, for example, will move in. sea-

sonally. A gap that big is unacceptable. Al-

so, these keys are not thick enough to sta-

bilize anything but a small or narrow slab.

Passage doors are out of the question.

One way to rout
the dovetailed
slots. There is
enough width
simply to run
the workpiece
along the fence.
Beware of the
cutter emerging
from the front of
the piece.

The author also
cuts the keys on
the router table.
A thin strip is left
above the key to
ride against the
fence. An auxil-
iary fence pro-
tects the rip fence
from the bit.

Trim the key un-
til it's snug. The
excess left above
the key will be re-
moved later.

One nail holds
the key in
place while al-
lowing season-
al changes.
Leave the keys a
bit long, and
then trim them
flush.

The author
sands the keys
flush. A belt
sander requires
some skill but
produces quick
results.



Think breadboard ends, and table-

tops immediately come to mind.

However, this technique of keeping

tabletops and cutting boards flat also

works on doors. By cutting a long

tenon or a series of individual tenons

at the top and bottom of the door and

then fitting breadboard ends, a plank

door can be kept relatively flat. A sin-
gle pin will hold the end in place and

allow the plank to move.

I've seen this procedure used on a

variety of furniture styles. One exam-

ple is the folding lid on a Queen Anne

or Chippendale slant-top desk. The

Shakers utilized it on small or narrow

slab doors.

Like most of these stabilizing

methods, breadboard ends work best

on smaller doors. On wider surfaces,

the amount of wood movement will be

visually accentuated by the difference
in width between the slab and the
cross-grain ends.

THE "SPEED TENON"

This method works great for breadboard ends. After running the
end of the plank along the rip fence to cut the tenon shoulders, run
the plank into the side of the blade to create the cheeks. The rip

fence now acts as a stop. The ends of the tenon are cut the same
way, but the workpiece is held against the miter gauge for additional
support and accuracy.

After cutting
the long mortis-
es in the bread-
board ends,
trim the tenons
to fit. A shoulder
plane smooths
and pares the
cheeks.

Clamp the ends in place and drill for the
pin. Each end is pinned in the center to secure
it while allowing for seasonal movement.



A twist on the traditional method is to

use hidden breadboard ends. By alter-

ing the construction of these end cleats,

they can be made to disappear on both the

inside and outside of the door. The technique is

actually simpler than the visible breadboard

method. Grooves are cut in both the top and bottom

edges of the door. The grooves ought to be one-half the

thickness of the door, and two to four times the door thickness

in their depth. Cleats (or ribs, if you will) are cut to fit the grooves,
dropped in place and then anchored in the middle. To make sure that

the cleats stay tight at both ends, they should be made with slightly concave bottoms.

Clamps are used to pull the curved surfaces down against the bottoms of the grooves,

and then the cleats are glued or pinned in place.
Even though this technique is not visible from either the inside or outside, the

cleats can still be seen along the top, bottom and edges. This was not good enough

for my student. She wanted nothing less than perfection.

Cut the cleats to fit the grooves, then plane
their bottom edges slightly concave. Later,
when they are pulled down into their grooves,
the cleats will make firm contact at both ends.

Clamp down the cleats into their
grooves, and drill for their retaining pins.
A contrasting wood is used here for the pins,
but the pins could be disguised by choosing
the same wood used in the door.

The student's cabinet de-

sign called for an ele-

gant solid door with no sign of any sta-

bilizing cleats. Andrew Garton solved

this problem with an ingenious modifi-

cation of the hidden breadboard end

technique: Take the partially hidden

cleats and move them completely in-

side the plank.

The doors for the student's project

were to be small, in. by 7 in. by 10 in.
We thought of two ways to create the
voids for the hidden cleats: One em-

ploys a router; the other a tablesaw.

In the first procedure, the door

starts about in. thicker than final

size, to allow for saw kerfs and planing

and sanding. A skin is resawn off one

side. The bandsaw marks are removed

from both pieces

by sanding or plan-

ing. Then, stopped

slots are routed

about in. from

the top and bottom

of the thick piece.

The slots are in.
to in. wide, ex-
tend almost to the
edges of the door

and leave only

about in. of ma-

terial at the bot-

tom. Wood cleats

are fitted to the

slots but left in.

short to allow the

A student's quest
for perfection.
Laura Smith, a stu-
dent at the Center
for Furniture
Craftsmanship in
Rockport, Maine,
got the stable but
seamless plank
doors she needed
for this cabinet.

Cutting the grooves. An auxiliary fence is
taller and gives additional support.

Finishing up. Insert the pins, take off the
clamp and plane the cleats flush with the ends
and edges of the plank.



door to move seasonally. A spot of glue

centers each cleat in its slot. Finally,

the skin is glued back on.
Problem solved, we thought.

But the student had another curve
to throw us: She wanted book-matched

doors. So we did some more mulling

and suggested resawing both doors

out of one thick plank—the first door,

a -in.-thick skin and the second door-

then gluing it back together in the

same stack after the cleats were in

place in both doors. When dry, the

piece was resawn through the center

of the -in. skin and planed and

smoothed to final thickness, yielding

two book-matched doors with interior,
invisible cleats.

While we were at it, we came up

with an alternative method for creating

the hidden voids in the doors, one
that doesn't require blind, stopped

router cuts. A skin can be removed

from both sides of the door using a

bandsaw, and the core can be cut up

on a tablesaw to create the slots.

The door should start out about in.

wider and longer to allow for saw kerfs

and smoothing.

The core is cut up and reglued to

yield -in. voids near the top and

bottom. Next, one of the skins is

reattached to its side of the door.
When dry, the strips are glued into the

voids. Plan ahead and plane the strips

at the same time you plane the cores.

Finally, the last face of the door is
glued on.

These "crypto-cleat" methods de-

mand extra work. However, they just

might satisfy a woodworker who is

seeking perfection.

TABLESAW METHOD

Resaw a skin off each side. Then cut up the
core and throw away two of the cutouts to yield
two voids. Also, make the two cleats.

Apply glue and tape the core in place. A wide
vise acts as a clamp. Sand or plane the glued-up
core and the cleats flat before the next step.

After gluing one skin back on, add the
cleats. Trim each cleat to a tight fit but short
on the ends. A spot of glue will lock it in place
and allow for seasonal wood movement.

Glue on the last skin and trim the door. When
gluing on the skin, use clamping cauls to ensure
even pressure.

Saw off a skin and rout a blind, stopped
slot into each end of the door, stopping
short of the edges and leaving in. of
material at the bottom.
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